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1. ____occurs when children are psychologically andintellectually ready to read

     	      reading evaluation

     	      reading maturity

     	      comprehension ability

     	--->> reading readiness

2. Legends and stories of supernatural events or long narrative poems can be all of 
these except

     	      epics

     	      myths

     	--->> allegory

     	      fables

3. Books written by hand or with typewriter intended for publication is called___

     	--->> manuscript

     	      pamphelet

     	      handbook

     	      jotter

4. Early childhood period is between age ______ and ____ years

     	      4-8

     	      5-10

     	      5-7

     	--->> 3-5

5. Libraries located in primary and secondary schools are called

     	      academic libraries
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     	      public libraries

     	--->> school libraries

     	      personal libraries

6. Who postulated 4 intellectual development stages

     	      Blooms

     	      Bandura

     	--->> Piaget

     	      Skinner

7. Which of the following suggests good reading habit?

     	--->> subvocalizing

     	      silent reading

     	      finger pointing

     	      head movement

8. Comprehension breakdown occurs due to the following reasons except

     	      complexity of sentences

     	--->> familiarity with the topic of the text

     	      difficulty of the concepts presented

     	      regression on the part of the reader

9. The order in which a story is narrated is known as ______

     	      theme

     	--->> plot

     	      setting

     	      structure

10. Late childhood years is also known as _________
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     	      adulthood period

     	--->> adolescence period

     	      chidhood

     	      teenagerhood
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